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Cloud computing
• The Cloud allows users and organizations to rely on external
providers for storing, processing, and accessing their data
+ high configurability and economy of scale
+ data and services are always available
+ scalable infrastructure for applications

• Users lose control over their own data
− new security and privacy problems

• Need solutions to protect data and to securely process them
in the cloud
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The data protection challenge
• Huge amount of data collected, generated, and shared
• Growing use of SaaS business applications
• Growing amount of pervasive and mobile applications relying on
data availability anytime anywhere
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Cloud Computing: Today
Cloud Service Providers (CSPs) apply security measures in the
services they offer but these measures protect only the perimeter and
storage against outsiders
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protection but limited functionality since the CSP cannot access data
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Cloud Computing: Today
Cloud Service Providers (CSPs) apply security measures in the
services they offer but these measures protect only the perimeter and
storage against outsiders
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(key is with the CSP)
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(you cannot access data as you like)

• functionality implies full trust in the CSP that has full access to the
data (e.g., Google Cloud Storage, iCloud)
• protection but limited functionality since the CSP cannot access
data (e.g., Boxcryptor, SpiderOak)
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Cloud computing: ESCUDO-CLOUD’s vision
Solutions that provide protection guarantees giving the data owners
both: full control over their data and cloud functionality over them

data owner
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client-side trust boundary: only the behavior of the client should be co
=⇒ techniques and implementations supporting direct processing
of encrypted data in the cloud
H2020 project “Enforceable Security in the Cloud to Uphold Data Ownership” (ESCUDO-CLOUD).
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Cloud computing: ESCUDO-CLOUD’s vision
Solutions that provide protection guarantees giving the data owners
both: full control over their data and cloud functionality over them

• client-side trust boundary: only the behavior of the client should
be considered trusted
=⇒ techniques and implementations supporting direct processing
of encrypted data in the cloud
H2020 project “Enforceable Security in the Cloud to Uphold Data Ownership” (ESCUDO-CLOUD).
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Characterization of
Data Protection Challenges

Scientific and technical challenges
Three dimensions characterize the problems and challenges
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Security properties
• Confidentiality: protection of the data externally stored, the identity
of the users accessing the data, the actions that users perform on
the data
• Integrity: authenticity and integrity of the stored data as well as of
the result of queries over them
• Availability (SLA): satisfaction by external providers of the data
storage and access requirements users may wish to enforce (i.e.,
SLAs established between users and providers)
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Access requirements
• Data archival: access to data is a primitive upload/download
=⇒ protection of data in storage
• Data retrieval/extraction: access to data requires fine-grained data
retrieval and execution of queries
=⇒ protection of computations and query results
• Data update: access to data entails both access retrieval and
enforcement of updates
=⇒ protection of the actions as well as of their effect on the data
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Architectures
• One user-one provider: a user relies on the cloud for enjoying
external storage for her own use and access
=⇒ protection of data at rest; fine-grained retrieval; query privacy
• Multiple users: a user relies on external storage for making her
data available to others, and sharing and disseminating them in a
selective way
=⇒ authorizations and access control; multiple writers
• Multiple providers: one or more users adopt multiple servers for
data storage and access
=⇒ controlled data sharing and computation
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Combinations of the dimensions
• Every combination of the different instances of the dimensions
identifies new problems and challenges
• The security properties to be guaranteed can depend on the
access requirements and on the trust assumption on the providers
involved in storage and/or processing of data
• Providers can be:
◦ curious
◦ lazy
◦ malicious

c Pierangela Samarati
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Some Challenges in Data Protection

Some issues and opportunities
• Protection of and fine-grained access to outsourced data
◦ confidentiality (and integrity) of data at rest
◦ fine-grained retrieval and query execution

• Selective information sharing
◦ access control on resources in the cloud

• Integrity
◦ integrity of stored data and query results

c Pierangela Samarati
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Protection of and Fine-Grained Access to
Outsourced Data
P. Samarati, S. De Capitani di Vimercati, “Cloud Security: Issues and Concerns,” in Encyclopedia on Cloud Computing,
S. Murugesan, I. Bojanova (eds.), Wiley, 2016.
S. De Capitani di Vimercati et al., “Encryption and Fragmentation for Data Confidentiality in the Cloud,” in Foundations of
Security Analysis and Design VII, A. Aldini, J. Lopez, F. Martinelli (eds.), Springer, 2014.
S. De Capitani di Vimercati, S. Foresti, P. Samarati, “Selective and Fine-Grained Access to Data in the Cloud,” in Secure
Cloud Computing, S. Jajodia, K. Kant, P. Samarati, V. Swarup, C. Wang (eds.), Springer, 2014.
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The role of encryption in protecting data
• Current solutions put their focus on encryption services that can
easily protect data at rest
• The CSP can be honest-but-curious and should not have access
to the resource content
• Data confidentiality is provided by wrapping a layer of encryption
around sensitive data (e.g., Boxcryptor, SpiderOak)
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Fine-grained access to data in the cloud
• For confidentiality reasons, CSPs storing data cannot decrypt
them for data processing/access
• Need mechanisms to support access to the outsourced data
◦ effective and efficient
◦ should not open the door to inferences

c Pierangela Samarati
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Fine-grained access: Approaches – 1
Keyword-based searches directly on the encrypted data: supported by
specific cryptographic techniques (e.g., [CWLRL-11])

Tokenk(w)
Ek ( ) Ek ( )
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Fine-grained access: Approaches – 2
Homomorphic encryption: supports the execution of operations
directly on the encrypted data (e.g., Gentry’s system)

query

encrypted data
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Fine-grained access: Approaches – 3
• Encryption schemas: each column can be encrypted with a
different encryption schema, depending on the conditions to be
evaluated on it (e.g., Google encrypted BigQuery)
• Onion encryption (CryptDB): different onion layers each of which
supports the execution of a specific SQL operation (e.g., HanaDB
SEEED framework) [PRZB-11]
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Fine-grained access: Approaches – 4
Indexes: metadata attached to the data and used for fine-grained
information retrieval and query execution (e.g., [CDDJPS-05, HIML-02,
WL-06])

can also be complementary to encryption (even with encryption users
want to have the ability to perform searches based on metadata)
c Pierangela Samarati
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Encryption and indexes
Indexes associated with attributes are used by the provider to select
data to be returned in response to a query
SSN

Patients
Name Disease

123-45-6789
234-56-7891
345-67-8912
456-78-9123
567-89-1234
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Bob
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Asthma
Asthma
Bronchitis
Gastritis
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1
2
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4
5

Patientsk
Etuple
x4Z3tfX2ShOSM
mNHg1oC010p8w
WsIaCvfyF1Dxw
JpO8eLTVgwV1E
qctG6XnFNDTQc
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Query on plaintext translated to a query on indexes and some
postprocessing at the client
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r = SELECT Etuple
FROM Patientsk
WHERE ID = α
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Indexes – 1
Different choices for indexes [CDDJPS-05, HIML-02, WL-06]
• Actual attribute value, t[Ii ] = t[Ai ] (very limited applicability)
• Direct index: each plaintext value is mapped onto one index value
and viceversa (t[Ii ] = Ek (t[Ai ]))
+ simple and precise for equality queries
− preserves plaintext value distinguishability (inference attacks)

c Pierangela Samarati
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Indexes – 2
Different choices for indexes [CDDJPS-05, HIML-02, WL-06]
• Bucket index: each plaintext value is mapped onto one index
value, with collisions (partition-based or hash-based)
+ support for equality queries
+ collisions remove plaintext distinguishability
− result may contain spurious tuples (post-processing query)
− still vulnerable to inference attacks
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Indexes – 3
Different choices for indexes [CDDJPS-05, HIML-02, WL-06]
• Flattened index: each plaintext value is mapped onto one or more
index values; all index values have the same number of
occurrences (flattening), but each index value represents one
plaintext value
+ decreases exposure to inference attacks
− remains vulnerable in dynamic scenarios

c Pierangela Samarati
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Fragmentation and encryption
• Encryption makes query evaluation and application execution
more expensive or not always possible
• Often what is sensitive is the association between values of
different attributes, rather than the values themselves
◦ e.g., association between employee’s names and salaries

=⇒protect associations by breaking them, rather than encrypting
• Alternative solutions limit encryption by coupling:
◦ encryption
◦ data fragmentation

c Pierangela Samarati
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Confidentiality constraints
• Sets of attributes such that the (joint) visibility of values of the
attributes in the sets should be protected
• Sensitive attributes: the values of some attributes are considered
sensitive and should not be visible
=⇒ singleton constraints
• Sensitive associations: the associations among values of given
attributes are sensitive and should not be visible
=⇒ non-singleton constraints
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Confidentiality constraints – Example
R = (Name,DoB,Gender,Zip,Position,Salary,Email,Telephone)
• {Telephone}, {Email}
◦ attributes Telephone and Email are sensitive (cannot be stored in
the clear)

• {Name,Salary}, {Name,Position}, {Name,DoB}
◦ attributes Salary, Position, and DoB are private of an individual and
cannot be stored in the clear in association with the Name

• {DoB,Gender,Zip,Salary}, {DoB,Gender,Zip,Position}
◦ attributes DoB, Gender, Zip can work as quasi-identifier

• {Position,Salary}, {Salary,DoB}
◦ association rules between Position and Salary and between Salary
and DoB need to be protected from an adversary
c Pierangela Samarati
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Fragmentation
• Fragmentation partitions attributes of original relation to provide
(maximal) availability of attributes in plaintext form for access
◦ no sensitive attribute visible in external fragments
◦ no sensitive association visible in external fragments
◦ ensure unlinkability of fragments (no attribute in common)

• Different approaches:
◦ Two can keep a secret splits information over two independent
servers that cannot communicate [ABGGKMSTX-05]
◦ Multiple unlinkable fragments allows for more than two non-linkable
fragments [CDFJPS-10]
◦ Keep a few involves the data owner as a trusted party to maintain
a limited amount of data [CDFJPS-09, CDFJPS-11]
c Pierangela Samarati
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Fragmentation and encryption: Approaches

c Pierangela Samarati
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Fragmentation and encryption – Examples
P1 SSN Name YoB Job Disease Doctor

Two can keep a secret
F 1 tid Name YoB SSNk Diseasek
F 2 tid Job Doctor SSNk Diseasek

c0
c1
c2
c3

= {SSN}
= {Name,Disease}
= {Name,Job}
= {Job,Disease}

c0
c1
c2
c3

Multiple unlinkable fragments

= {SSN}
= {Name,Disease}
= {Name,Job}
= {Job,Disease}

Keep a few

F 1 salt1 enc1 Name YoB

F o tid SSN Name Disease

F 2 salt2 enc2 Job

F s tid YoB Job Doctor

F 3 salt3 enc3 Disease Doctor
c0
c1
c2
c3

= {SSN}
= {Name,Disease}
= {Name,Job}
= {Job,Disease}
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Fragmentation and inference
• Fragmentation assumes attributes to be independent
• In presence of data dependencies:
◦ sensitive attributes/associations may be indirectly exposed
◦ fragments may be indirectly linkable

S. De Capitani di Vimercati, S. Foresti, S. Jajodia, G. Livraga, S. Paraboschi, P. Samarati, “Fragmentation in Presence of Data
Dependencies,” in IEEE Transactions on Dependable and Secure Computing (TDSC), vol. 11, n. 6, November/December
2014, pp. 510-523.
c Pierangela Samarati
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Fragmentation and inference – Example
R(SSN, Birth, ZIP, Name, Treatment, Disease, Job, Premium, Insurance)

Constraints

c 1 = {SSN}
c 2 = {Name, Disease}
c 3 = {ZIP, Premium}

Dependencies

d1
d2
d3
d4

c Pierangela Samarati

= {Birth, ZIP} Name
= {Treatment} Disease
= {Disease} Job
= {Insurance, Premium} Job
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Fragmenting with data dependencies
Take into account data dependencies in fragmentation
• Fragments should not contain sensitive attributes/associations
neither directly nor indirectly

Constraints

c Pierangela Samarati
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Variations/open issues . . .
• Fragmentation quality metrics (e.g., maximize number/size of
attributes in plaintext, optimize wrt workload/visibility
requirements) [CDFJPS-11]
• Joint application of indexes and fragments (need to control
information leakage) [DFJPS-13a]
• Data fragmentation in hybrid clouds
• Support for different kinds of query

c Pierangela Samarati
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Selective Information Sharing

S. De Capitani di Vimercati, S. Foresti, G. Livraga, P. Samarati, “Selective and Private Access to Outsourced Data Centers,”
in Handbook on Data Centers, S.U. Khan, A.Y. Zomaya (eds.), Springer, 2015.
S. De Capitani di Vimercati, S. Foresti, S. Jajodia, S. Paraboschi, P. Samarati, “Encryption Policies for Regulating Access to
Outsourced Data,” in ACM Transactions on Database Systems (TODS), vol. 35, n. 2, April 2010, pp. 12:1-12:46.
c Pierangela Samarati
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Selective information sharing
• Different users might need to enjoy different views on the
outsourced data
• Enforcement of the access control policy requires the data owner
to mediate access requests
=⇒ impractical (if not inapplicable)
• Authorization enforcement may not be delegated to the provider
=⇒ data owner should remain in control

c Pierangela Samarati
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Selective information sharing: Approaches – 1
• Attribute-based encryption (ABE): allow derivation of a key only by
users who hold certain attributes (based on asymmetric
cryptography)

c Pierangela Samarati
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Selective information sharing: Approaches – 2
• Selective encryption: the authorization policy defined by the data
owner is translated into an equivalent encryption policy
◦ users will be able to access only the resources for which they have
the key

c Pierangela Samarati
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Selective encryption – 1
• Selective encryption: different keys are used to encrypt different
data and users can know (or can derive) the keys of the data they
can access [DFJPS-10, DFJPS-07]
◦ data themselves need to directly enforce access control
◦ authorization to access a resource translated into
knowledge of the key with which the resource is encrypted
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Selective encryption – 2
Requirements:
• one version of data (no replication); one key per user
Basic idea:
• key derivation method: via public tokens a user can derive all keys
of the resources she is allowed to access
A
B
C
D

// v [ABC]
♦77 5 ❇❇❇
♦
♦
❇❇
// v2 [B]
// v8 [BC]♦♦
❇❇
88 ❄❄
q
❇❇
q
❄❄
qq
!!
q
v7 [ABCD]
❄❄
//v3 [C]

66
❄❄
♥
♥
❄ ♥♥♥♥
//v6 [BCD]
//v4 [D]
//v1 [A]

//

r1 , r2

//

//

r3

r4 , r5

//

key assignment
token

//

• user A can access {r1 , r2 , r3 }
• users B and C can access {r1 , r2 , r3 , r4 , r5 }
• user D can access {r3 , r4 , r5 }
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Selective encryption – 3
Exploit ACLs to minimize number of keys and tokens
• Keys:
◦ one key per user
◦ an additional key for each non-singleton ACL

• Resources are encrypted with the key of their ACLs
• Tokens allow users to derive the keys of the ACLs to which they
belong (to limit the number of tokens additional keys might be
inserted for ‘factoring’ derivation paths)
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Construction of the key and token graph
Start from an authorization policy A
1. Create a vertex/key for each user and for each non-singleton acl
(initialization)
2. For each vertex v corresponding to a non-singleton acl, find a
cover without redundancies (covering)
- for each user u in v.acl, find an ancestor v′ of v with u ∈ v′ .acl

3. Factorize common ancestors (factorization)
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Key and token graph – Example

A
B
C
D

r1
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1
1
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1
1
1
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1
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0
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1
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0
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1
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v1 [A]

v5 [ABC]

v2 [B]
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v3 [C]
v4 [D]
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Key and token graph – Example
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1
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Key and token graph – Example
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Policy updates
• When authorizations dynamically change, the data owner needs
to:
◦ download the resource from the provider
◦ create a new key for the resource
◦ decrypt the resource with the old key
◦ re-encrypt the resource with the new key
◦ upload the resource to the provider and communicate the public
catalog updates

=⇒ inefficient
• Possible solution: over-encryption [DFJPS-10, DFJPS-07]
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Over-encryption
• Resources are encrypted twice
◦ by the owner, with a key shared with the users and unknown to the
provider (Base Encryption Layer - BEL level)
◦ by the provider, with a key shared with authorized users
(Surface Encryption Layer - SEL level)

• To access a resource a user must know both the corresponding
BEL and SEL keys
• Grant and revoke operations may require
◦ the addition of new tokens at the BEL level
◦ the update of the SEL level according to the operations performed
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Over-encryption

Provider’s view

User’s view

SEL

SEL

BEL

r

SEL

BEL

SEL

BEL

SEL

BEL

BEL

r

r

r

r

open

locked

sel_locked

bel_locked

• Each layer is depicted as a fence
◦ discontinuous, if the key is known
◦ continuous, if the key is not known (protection cannot be passed)
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Variations/open issues . . .
• Support of write authorizations [DFJLPS-13]
• Support of multi-owners scenario [DFJPPS-10]
• Combination of selective encryption and indexes [DFJPS-11]
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Integrity of Data Storage and Computation

S. De Capitani di Vimercati, S. Foresti, S. Jajodia, G. Livraga, S. Paraboschi, P. Samarati, “Integrity for Distributed Queries,”in
Proc. of the 2nd IEEE Conference on Communications and Network Security (CNS 2014), CA, USA, October 2014.
S. De Capitani di Vimercati, S. Foresti, S. Jajodia, S. Paraboschi, P. Samarati, “Integrity for Join Queries in the Cloud,” in IEEE
Transactions on Cloud Computing (TCC), vol. 1, n. 2, July-December 2013, pp. 187-200.
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Integrity of storage and query computation – 1
• Data owner and users need mechanisms that provide integrity for
query results:
◦ correctness: computed on genuine data
◦ completeness: computed on the whole data collection
◦ freshness: computed on the most recent version of the data

• Two approaches:
◦ deterministic: uses authenticated data structures (e.g., signature
chains, Merkle hash trees, skip lists) or encryption-based solutions
(e.g., verifiable homomorphic encryption schema [LDPW-14])
◦ probabilistic: exploits insertion of fake tuples in query results,
replication of tuples in query results, pre-computed tokens (e.g.,
[DFJPS-13b,DFJPS-14,DFJLPS-14b,XWYM-07])
c Pierangela Samarati
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Integrity of storage and query computation – 2
• Other approaches consider the verification of the integrity of query
results of complex queries (joins):
◦ Merkle hash tree or its variations [LHKR-06, YPPK-09]
− support only joins on which the Merkle hash tree has been
constructed

◦ fake tuples [XWYM-07]
− spurious tuples
− network overhead

c Pierangela Samarati
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Computation with multiple providers
• Different CSPs are available on the market, offering a variety of
services (e.g., storage, computation) at different prices
• Users can select the CSP that better matches their security,
economic, and functional requirements
• Multiple CSPs can help enhancing security but
=⇒ need solutions to verify the correct behavior of these CSPs
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Probabilistic approach for join queries
• A client, with the cooperation of the storage servers, can assess
the integrity of joins performed by a computational cloud
• Protection techniques [DFJPS-13b,DFJPS-14]:
◦ encryption makes data unintelligible
◦ markers, fake tuples not recognizable as such by the computational
cloud (and not colliding with real tuples)
◦ twins, replication of existing tuples

• A marker missing or a twin appearing solo =⇒ integrity violation
• Probabilistic guarantee depending on the amount of control
(markers and twins) inserted
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On-the-fly encryption
• Server S encrypts B(I, Att), obtaining Bk (I k , B.Tuplek )
◦ For each t in B, there is τ in Bk : τ [I k ]=Ek (t [I]) and τ [B.Tuplek ]=Ek (t )
◦ E is a symmetric encryption function with key k
◦ k is defined by the client and changes at every query

• Encryption provides data confidentiality
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On-the-fly encryption
• Server S encrypts B(I, Att), obtaining Bk (I k , B.Tuplek )
◦ For each t in B, there is τ in Bk : τ [I k ]=Ek (t [I]) and τ [B.Tuplek ]=Ek (t )
◦ E is a symmetric encryption function with key k
◦ k is defined by the client and changes at every query

• Encryption provides data confidentiality
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Markers
• Artificial tuples injected into Rl by Sl and Rr by Sr
◦ not recognizable by the computational server
◦ do not generate spurious tuples
◦ inserted in a concerted manner to guarantee that they belong to the
join result

• The absence of markers signals incompleteness of the join result
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Markers
• Artificial tuples injected into Rl by Sl and Rr by Sr
◦ not recognizable by the computational server
◦ do not generate spurious tuples
◦ inserted in a concerted manner to guarantee that they belong to the
join result

• The absence of markers signals incompleteness of the join result
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Twins
• Duplicates of tuples that satisfy condition Ctwin that
◦ is defined on the join attribute I
◦ tunes the percentage pt of twins
◦ is defined by the client and communicated to Sl and Sr

• Twin pairs are not recognizable by the computational server
• A twin appearing solo signals incompleteness of the join result
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Twins
• Duplicates of tuples that satisfy condition Ctwin that
◦ is defined on the join attribute I
◦ tunes the percentage pt of twins
◦ is defined by the client and communicated to Sl and Sr

• Twin pairs are not recognizable by the computational server
• A twin appearing solo signals incompleteness of the join result
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Query execution – Example
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Markers and twins: Integrity guarantees
• The guarantee offered by markers and twins can be measured as
the probability of the computational cloud to go undetected when
omitting tuples
• Markers and twins offer complementary protection:
◦ Twins are twice as effective as markers, but loose their
effectiveness when the computational cloud omits a large fraction of
tuples (extreme case: all tuples omitted)
◦ Markers allow detecting extreme behavior (all tuples omitted) and
provide effective when the computational cloud omits a large
fraction of tuples
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Variations/open issues . . .
• Execution of a join as a semi-join to support n:m joins and protect
join profile [DFJPS-14]
• Application of the techniques to only a portion of the data
(verification object) [DFJPS-14]
• Application of the techniques in a distributed computation
scenario (e.g., MapReduce) [DFJLPS-14b]
• Consideration of different trust levels
• Removal of trust assumptions in the storage servers

c Pierangela Samarati
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Conclusions
• Novel scenarios provide great convenience and benefit in the
management and access to the information but require
solutions to protect data
• Need to provide users and data owners with control over their data
• Data protection solutions are beneficial to both:
◦ users and data owners (empowered with control)
◦ CSPs and data controllers (increased confidence of users,
decreased liability)
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